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Our designers have created a truly unique visual presentation product for the future.

The VIP Mobile Glassboard is a highly mobile, double-sided, magnetic, dry marker glassboard. It combines twice the writing surface with the ability to “pin” notices and announcements using magnets, and a safe, stable base on locking casters.

The VIP Mobile Magnetic Glassboard can be nested for storage. And the mobility allows for various linear arrangements like circles, semi-circles, straight lines, etc. This means you can create huddle spaces for group study without totally blocking out other areas of the room.

The VIP Mobile Magnetic Glassboard has the inherent ease of maintenance associated with glass and the minimal open frame allows for easy cleaning and air flow.

Dimensions:
MAX SIZE: 54′w x 48′h
MAX BOARD DIMENSION: 57′w x 78′h
Custom sizes available, contact coronaVISUAL.

HAE8149-B Basic Framed Glassboard Accessory Pack includes: 4 dry erase markers, eraser, 10 eraser refills, pkg of 6 strong magnets and Eximo Cleaner and cloth.

HAE8149-P Premium Framed Glassboard Accessory Pack includes: 4 dry erase markers, magnetic pen holder, eraser, 10 eraser refills, pkg of 6 strong magnets and Eximo cleaner and cloth.

WARNING! This product uses very strong magnets. If swallowed, contact a doctor immediately. Children under the age of 6 and any child that puts objects in its mouth should not be allowed to come in contact with the magnets.

These magnets should not be stored near electronic equipment. Persons with a pacemaker should maintain a safe distance from the magnets.